
STALL RESERVATION REQUEST FORM– 2015 

 
I,  _________________________________ am requesting a stall for this year’s Oceana County Fair. 

                                                                                   (4-Hers Name) 

 

My age is ____________________ as of January 1, 2015. 

 

 

I have a horse _______      pony _______     who’s name is:  __________________________________ 

 

 

My mare ______   gelding _______   is  __________ years old. 

 

I am requesting a: 

 

 Tie Stall  ___________ 

 

 Box Stall __________  * 

 

 * If requesting a box stall consider that there are only two reasons be awarded one: 
 

 1.  For medical/fitness reasons, which MUST be accompanied by a written reason from a certified 

      Veterinarian.  If for a medical/fitness reason, please consider that the Fair is a very stressful 

      place and is very hard even for a  healthy, fit horse to handle let alone one that has a medical/ 

      fitness reason. 

 

 2.  For safety reasons which must be accompanied by an essay telling how you have tried to 

      train your horse to tie and indicate the type of safety issue and the training that has occurred to 

      correct the issue. Do NOT include your Name, your Horse’s Name, your Club, your    

      Leader’s Name, your Age . 

 

 

I understand that there are a very limited number of box stalls and that I may not be awarded one.  I  am 

aware that the deadline for stall requests is by 5:00 p.m. on August 1, 2015 to the MSU Extension    

Office.  I  realize that I have total responsibility for my horse during the Fair.  I also realize that I must 

have my stall cleaned everyday by 9:00 a.m. and I will be dismounted anytime I move my horse except 

when I am in the make up area or the arena.  I will yell “Horse Coming Through” every time I take my 

horse in or out of the barn.  I will not remove my horse from the barn after 5:00 p.m., unless showing.  

When I am leading my horse to or from the exercise area or the arena, I will pick up any manure that is 

left behind and will keep all areas around the barns clean from manure.   
 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

                4-Hers Signature       Date 

 

 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

                Signature of Parent or Guardian    

  Date My level at this time is:  _____ Level 1 

   (check one)                      _____ Level 2 

                                           _____ Level 3 

   _____ Level 4 




